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Saga of the African Diaspora
Detroit, the money Mecca of every young Negro youth who yearned to escape the 
oppressive conditions of his life, was the place where my journey came to a temporary 
halt. I was not quite sure of myself at this time and willingly chose every opportunity to test
my strength and prove my manhood.

It was that same fusion of vision, determination and bravery, that influenced his creativity; 
and adhered him to figures such as  Charles Johnson, William Du Bois and Winold Reiss.

I like the way he assessed the situation as a ''temporary halt: an accepted deferring of 
dream's itinerary. The above quote is to be found on page five of Aaron Douglas: Art, Race
and the Harlem Renaissance, by Amy Helene Kirschke.  A book I've wanted to read since 
its publication: glad I finally got the chance. The first chapter, where the quote is found, is 
aptly named 'A Hungry Spirit; this is the story of an aspiring soul, that needed to be 
fulfilled.

We hear about his extra-curricular reading while at high school; of his intention after 
graduation to work, so he can send himself through college. If ever there was a boy on a 
mission, it was Aaron Douglas. We hear also of the centrality of the Topeka (his home 
town) churches and their crucial contribution to education, as they were to Black 
communities nationwide; probably best illustrated by the First Baptist Church in Boston, 
where educators and abolitionists such as Frederick Douglas spoke, or by the St 
Benedict's Church in New York, where figures such as the monumental Hubert Harrison 
taught and lectured.

While labouring during the day, he spent his evenings at the Detroit Museum of Art, where 
free classes were offered. After work in that city and in New York, with enough money 
saved, he returned to his home town in Kansas, before heading off to Nebraska University,
to begin a degree in fine arts.

With American involvement in the war, 1917 saw him sign on with the SATC - Student 
Army Training Corps – and posted to the University of Minnesota. Not one to be distracted 
too long from the mission, while in the state capital of Minneapolis, he became a regular 
visitor at the Walker Museum, observing and learning from what he saw, 'including the 
Leonardo da Vinci drawings'.

It was in this period, that he began to read deeper into the writings of the aforementioned 
Du Bois and the other contributors, to Crisis, the leading Black magazine at that time. 
Crisis was the official journal of the NAACP – National Association for the Advancement of 
Coloured People – as Opportunity was the magazine of the Urban League; published from
1923. 

After working his way through college, he graduated in 1922, with a degree in Fine Arts: 
first part of the plan accomplished. Returning to home town Topkea, he taught in the local 
high school. He continued to read avidly, including literature on art. With his burgeoning 
cultural consciousness, he realises that the art doesn't portray Black people, or tell of their 
story. After two years of teaching, hunger sets in again. Like Meta Fuller had done and 
Augusta Savage would do, he set his heart on going to Paris: Meta Fuller studied with 
Rodin. Like many aspirational artists of the time, that city was seen as the art capital of the



world. Where else then, to further, to enhance the learning in fine art? From various parts 
of the globe, off they went: the happy exodus to the city of the Seine.

But sometimes Destiny deals a sweet hand, so it was with Aaron Douglas. The sweet hand
came in the form of Eric and Ethel; Eric Waldron and Ethel Ray Nance, writer and activist 
respectively, who persuaded him to say in New York, rather than go to Paris. The latter – 
then resident in New York -  was secretary of the National Urban League in Kansas; she 
was instrumental in him getting illustration work for the organisation's magazine, 
Opportunity, as well as for Crisis. That must have been monumental for him. In 1923, 
magazines that he'd read regularly; had used as learning aids; that had raised his level of 
self-affirmation; had national readership; were edited by iconic figures: these journals were
to publish his first creative contributions, heralding his significant input into the New Negro 
Movement and its most famous manifestation, The Harlem Renaissance. 

Although I think of 'The Voice', the newspaper founded by the monumental Hubert 
Harrison, as the first documents of the New Negro Movement, its the great compilation, 
'The New Negro', edited by Alain Locke, that has become the definitive text of that early 
20th Century movement.

Alain Locke, who had personally felt the sting of wider racism; in 1907, on becoming the 
first African American Rhodes scholar, he was refused entrance by other Oxford colleges, 
eventually being offered a place at Hertford College. A Harvard graduate of English and 
Philosophy, it was in the latter subject, that he taught and also chaired the department, in a
long association with Howard University. To get an insight into early 20th Century African 
American thinking and literary output, The New Negro is essential reading. The content 
consists of essays, articles, short stories, poems and a play. Locke was basically saying,  
to help propel yourselves forward, you must look back to your African root; to keep your 
head held high, make yourselves aware of what we have contributed. His essay entitled 
'The Legacy of the Ancestral Arts', where he writes of the influence of African art on the 
Modern Masters, is for me, amongst the great writing on art education; written before there
was such a thing as African Studies, or the thought of African Art being a part of the 
mainstream art curriculum. Sad that there wasn't any contribution from Marcus Garvey or 
Harrison, still, this is one of the great examples of literary editing. A necessary resident in 
any library: I know where it is in mine! It is something to dig into, when you need a little 
gold. Reading the contents of this gem, you can see how Douglas was spurred on to fulfil 
himself – and to fill the senses of those from the Black community. Also, the intense pride 
he must have felt, in having some of his works included in this seminal publication.

As well as the mental stimulation from Locke and from others, whether encountered in text
or in the streets of New York, were the creatives ones; from the one who painted culture: 
Winold Reiss. If we praise the painter, we must salute the mentor.

Of German ancestry, he travelled through Europe, Canada and the Americas, painting the 
people who have lived on their land for aeons. A few of his works are shown, commencing 
the visual section of this Douglas tribute. As well as seeing his iconic front cover of the 
Survey Graphic, the magazine issue that celebrated Harlem and influenced the publishing 
of the New Negro, we see paintings of African American young women; strong, tender or 
tinged with a little uncertainty. That love and talent he had for portraying culture, for 
capturing a little of the soul, he brought to Harlem and passed onto Aaron Douglas. Of how
to tell the story with dignity; counteracting the mainstream rendition of caricature and 
buffoonery. With the words of Locke and the works of Reiss, the young man was ready. 



In his drive to bring his ancestry into his art, he continued to read, ''What I was interested 
in was the contribution of black people throughout the world. I never could get quite clear 
and I went back and read Islam, Christianity and the Negro Race by Wilmot Blyden. I got 
Timbuctoo the Mysterious by Felix Du Bois, but I didn't  get quite enough.''On into the third 
chapter, the spirit is still hungry.

But hunger, the physical variety, can sometimes be eased by patronage. But that support 
can also generate interference: insistence in the creative process. Both Langston Hughes 
and Douglas amongst others, suffered from this situation. Whether from Carl Van Vechten 
or Charlotte Mason, they knew the hardcore dilemma of the needs of the artist and the 
wants of the patron. Eventually, frustrated by advancing puppetry, they cut the entangled 
strings. In the later chapter entitled 'The Hallelujah Period', we read of the dark episode, 
when, as an awardee of a year's scholarship from the Barnes Foundation, Douglas and 
fellow winner Gwendolyn Bennet, are asked by Albert Barnes, to 'write a statement or 
essay, attacking Alain Locke'.This was at a time of the beginning of wider Black 
philanthropy; there weren't black purchasers of art, black galleries or art associations. The 
roads of art, open and accessible to the White artist, was full of potholes, roadblocks and 
closures for the Black artist. Which is why the support of figures like Johnson and DuBois 
was so important. In a 1926 letter about the Fire!!! magazine, Douglas said ''We believe 
Negro Art should be trained and developed, rather than capitalized and exploited. We 
believe Negro Art without Negro patronage is an impossibility.'' It would be interesting to 
compare the patronage given by Black philanthropists such as Casper Holstein and A' 
Leila Walker, to that of Mason and Vechten. Was there less control in the creative sphere? 
Were there interludes in the mutual respect?

In a way, the 1926 publication of Fire!!! was a move to release, or to demonstrate how the 
artistic community could release itself, from outside control. Although a one-off, it was 
written, compiled, edited, funded and published by the younger creative spirits in Harlem: 
all under thirty. Those involved in this trailblazing venture, reads like a Who's Who of the 
Harlem Renaissance; figures such as  Zora Neale Hurston, Gwendolyn Bennett, Langston 
Hughes and the main motivator of the project, Wallace Thurman. Douglas provided the 
iconic, Afro-centric front cover.

Like his mentor Reiss, Douglas became the wanted man, resulting in rivalry for his talents, 
between the two great magazine editors. As an example of the support he received, 
Johnson, recommending him for a Harmon Foundation award said, that he ''distinguishes 
himself from the majority of Negro artists by refusing to admit that his art education is 
complete...foregoing a comfortable position as art teacher in the high school in Kansas 
City to continue his studies and sacrificing other comforts rather than prostitute his abilities
in hack commercial work. He, almost alone among the Negro artists, has remained true to 
his art.'' Although he never received a Harmon award, the previous year, he'd been the 
recipient of the first prize ($75) in the Crisis art competition.

In the 1926/1927 period, he gave us some of his best offerings in that angular, silhouetted 
style of his. One of my favourites, shown in the book, is the Krigwa Players poster. If ever 
a library was blest, it was the 135th Street branch of the New York Library system, in 
Harlem. As well as having pioneering librarians – Ernestine Rose, Catherine Latimer and 
Regina M. Anderson – it served as an art workshop, exhibition area, lecture and poetry 
venue and a theatre. Artists such as Charles Alston and Augusta Savage taught there; 
intellectuals like James Weldon Johnson and the ubiquitous Hubert Harrison delivered 
lectures; readings were given by poets such as Countee Cullen and Langston Hughes. It 
was here that the Krigwa Players, one of the first Black  theatre groups in New York, 



rehearsed and performed. It was this branch of the New York Library, that was the original 
custodian of the monumental Schomberg collection. I've always wanted to have the 
Krigwa poster, with its sub-Saharan and Egyptian imagery, emblazoned on a t-shirt or 
sweatshirt, that I would wear with pride and regularity. Although his linear, silhouetted style 
of this period is more well known, he also gave us offerings in a more realistic vein; such 
as the Tut-Ankh-Amen Crisis cover of September 1926; the Mangbetu woman September 
1927 Opportunity cover; and the male portrait, on the front of the November 1926 edition 
of Crisis. The Mangbetu is another of my personal favourites, also destined for a t-shirt.

The short chapter entitled 'The New Negro and Other Books' shows his growing 
reputation. As well as detailing his art included in The New Negro, it documents his work 
for other book publishers. He designed dust covers and illustrations for books by James 
Weldon Johnson, Wallace Thurman, Claude McKay, Langston Hughes, Arthur Faucet, 
Charles S. Johnson, Andre Salmon, Paul Morand and Isa Glenn (the last two are new to 
me). A starving artist he wasn't! He designed three book covers for Claude McKay 
publications: Home to Harlem, Banana Bottom and  A Long Way From Home.

In the earlier mentioned chapter entitled 'The Hallelujah Period', we are informed that 
celebrities such as Florence Mills and Paul Robeson, attended the 1927 Club Ebony 
unveiling of his first mural. Three years later, he painted the Fisk murals – depicting Africa 
and the diasporic saga - through the recommendation of Charles Johnson. We see 
pyramids, warriors, slaves, musicians  and thinkers. This is the late twenties/ early thirties 
period, that I associate with warm, pastel colours, invitational light and concentric circles. 
The artist called it his ''Hallelujah period,'' when he believed the Negro was destined to 
save the ''soul'' of America. Other murals followed; College Inn Room, Sherman Hotel and 
the Bennet College for Women. The latter mural paid tribute to Harriet Tubman, icon of the 
Underground Railroad, one of the bravest persons to have walked this earth.

Still the hungry spirit and an exponent of self-empowerment, saving and using the money 
from these murals, he financed a year of study in France. Enrolled at the Academie 
Scandinavie, where fellow Harlemite Hale Woodruff also studied, we're given the 
impression that this wasn't the great, all-stimulating experience that he'd expected. On 
page 19 of this chapter Kirschke says 'Douglas's year abroad is so rarely and so briefly 
mentioned in any of his personal writings or oral interviews that it clearly did not have the 
same impact as his Harlem years. Although the experience as a whole, might not have 
lived up to envisaged expectations, he must have enjoyed the social interaction, when we 
think that Hale Woodruff, Augusta Savage and Palmer Hyden, writers like Claude McKay, 
Countee Cullen and Langston Hughes and leaders Alain Locke and W.E.Du Bois, were in 
Paris at the same time. These and other artists made up what was known as the 'Negro 
Colony.' He also met and liked the early African-American artist, Henry O Tanner, who had 
been resident in Paris since 1891.

After the European interlude, the return to America and the second instalment of murals; at
the Countee Cullen Library and at the 135th St YMCA. How much Marxism influenced his 
work, I don't know. But as a younger man, he had laboured at manual work, in Detroit, as 
well as New York, so he knew the lamentations of the worker: he knew of what he needed 
to paint. Part of his self-imposed remit was to paint their story; part of the bigger picture of 
the African Saga.

The final, summarising chapter, entitled 'Father of Black American Art' talks of his 
influences from cubism and orphsim ; of his general immersion in the modernist scene. But
more importantly, his championing of African themes. What Lois Maliou Jones would take 



on in the thirties, Douglas spearheaded in the 20s. This concluding segment also throws a 
brief spotlight on three other African-American artists of his time; Hale Woodruff, Archibald 
Motley and Palmer Hayden. The former is my favourite of the three, especially for his 
offerings in woodcut, as well as the Amistad murals.

Winner of two Rosenwald fellowships, one takes him south to a tour of the Black colleges; 
the other takes him to the Caribbean, to the Dominican Republic and to Haiti. The 
aforementioned Lois Jones would later spend a part of every year, living and painting in 
Haiti.

The commencement of the 40s saw the beginning of his long-time teaching at Fisk. Still 
hungry, he balanced the teaching with further study, gaining a Fine Arts Degree, from 
Columbia University in 1944.

How fortunate were the students at Fisk, when you think that Douglas taught there for 
three decades. Reminds me of the other long-time teachers at their respective institutions, 
such as Nellie Robinson in Antigua, Amy Bailey in Jamaica – and of course, Alain Locke in 
America. We are told that Douglas's students remembered him during these later years as
a sensitive, caring, gentle man... and that He believed that Renaissance artists had only 
initiated an interest in Black arts and it was the duty of young students to expand the 
movement and carry on its goals and ideals.

I believe that when he left us physically in 1966, that the hungry spirit had been fulfilled: 
because of his unwavering attempt to do so. Through the visual, he introduced Africa to 
African-America; as Joel Augustus Rogers, John E Bruce and Leo Hansberry did with text. 
Although he was, he once said ''Do not call me the Father of African American Arts, for I 
am just a son of Africa and paint for what inspires me.'' 

He painted the Saga of the African Diaspora.
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A Son of Africa
to his mother, Elizabeth Douglas.

I

Gouache: I know you walked along the Nile, Aaron. But did you stroll through the 
                  space, between the Kasai and Sankuru rivers? The heartland of the Kuba.

Ink:            Did you drink palm wine,
                  From a sculpted cup,
                  Embellished with cowrie shells?
 
Oil:           Were you seated on a woven mat,
                 Crafted from raffia?
                 Recline on a carved backrest?

Ink:           You saw the masks,
                 The commissioned tasks.

Oil:            Entranced by artistry,
                  Gifts from geometry.

Voices:      Where did you go to, Aaron,
                  On your African itinerary?
                  I have seen a 1925 cover,
                  For the magazine Opportunity.

Gouache: They titled you, 'founding father.' You called yourself, ''a son of Africa.''

Oil:            They requested you Aaron,
                  Those of the New Negro Movement;
                  Another gem in the diadem.
Ink:           Where did you journey to,
                  On your many treks,
                  Around the Brooklyn Museum?

Oil:            Alain Locke,
                  Came with the word - 
                  You brought along the picture.
Ink:           James Weldon Johnson came,
                  Time to request, 
                  A new book dust cover.

Oil:            Artwork for Crisis,
Ink:           Illustrations for Fire!!.
Oil:            Requests from Vanity Fair,
Ink:           As well as the Messenger.



Voices:      Where did you go to, Aaron Douglas?

II

Gouache:  I've been pondering your other sources. So I've been thinking of book 
                   stores and bibliophiles.........

Ink:            Did you borrow and buy, from Arturo Schomberg?
Oil:            Did you lend and purchase, from Richard B. Moore?

Gouache:  I see you Aaron, walking through Harlem, to 125 St. To see the latest on   
                  offer, from the Frederick Douglass Book Centre. To converse with the 
                  owner, an in-demand lecturer; an authority on Black history. When I think 
                  of the great orators, of early 20th century Black America, I think of 
                  Richard Moore, alongside Hubert Harrison and Marcus Garvey. He 
                  bequeathed his massive collection, to the University of the West Indies – 
                  his home island of Barbados. You were blessed Aaron, to have had him 
                  living in your area of residence. I see you leaving his bookshop; quick 
                  stepping, grinning, enriched - ready for easel and brush. What you learnt, 
                  you passed on in colour: we're learning from you still.

Ink:           I often hear the call for another Moses. 
Oil:           I think we need another Aaron.

Gouache:  On the way back, you detour to 135th St. To the New York Public Library. 
                  Since 1926, the collection of  Arturo Schomberg, has been housed there. 
                  This Puerto Rican born friend of Richard Moore, gave a gargantuan gift, 
                  physically and spiritually, to the people of America – white as well as 
                  black. I see you, looking amongst the pamphlets and artefacts, the tomes 
                  and the posters. As always, you would like to stay longer - but you have a 
                  rendezvous with Muse, who waits patiently for your entrance.

Oil:            We often hear the call for another Moses.
Ink:            We know we need another Aaron.

Gouache:  Talking of a library, takes me to murals. To the series you painted, at the 
                   same library branch, that houses the Schomberg gift. Not all could read, 
                   but most could see. So you painted murals. In the library at Fisk and the 
                   Harlem YMCA. Inviting America to view, to remember it's story. Your 
                   ethereal blend - of purple and blue, lavender and pink, brown and ochre; 
                   cocooned in concentric light. An American Chronology, time lined in 
                   colour. An American story, with an African preface.

III

Ink:            I know you spoke with
                  Charles Johnson,
                  DuBois and Van Vechten - 
                  But did you speak with Hubert Harrison?
Oil:            Did you buy the Voice?
Ink:           Support the Liberty League?
Oil:            Attend his lectures?



Ink:           Hear his soapbox visions?

Oil:           Were you amazed at his intellect,
                 His range of learning?
                 No degree,
                 Or college affiliation.
Ink:           Like you, Aaron,
Oil:           He influenced many.
Ink:           Philip A. Randolph,
Oil:           Marcus Mosiah Garvey.
        

 IV

Oil:           Who needed a cover for Weary Blues?
Ink:           The one called Langston Hughes.

Oil:           I have seen a poster,
                 For the Apollo Theatre.

Ink:           And my favourite flyer,
                 For the Krigwa Players.

Oil:           Who needed a cover for Blacker the Berry?
Ink:           Walter Thurman of ''Niggerati.''

V

Gouache:  I imagine you sitting, Aaron, mesmerised - listening to the jali. By the 
                  firelight, when the village sits in reverence.

Oil:            Song of Chiwara;
                  Who taught the necessities,
                  So all could eat cucumber.

Voices:     The people thanked it with sculpture.

Ink:            Song of Sunjata;
                  Who displayed wisdom,
                  Defeating the sorcerer.

Voices:      The people thanked him with kora.
Gouache: Sitting in front of an architectural wonder – a mosque of mud bricks; 
                  seasonal, but eternal, as the Niger flowing nearby. Sitting amongst the 
                  Malinke, by the night fire; while the jali chants and plays - feeling the 
                  pride of ancestry.

VI

Oil:              Album cover for the singers,
 Called Fisk Jubilee.

                    Wish I'd seen the mural,
                    At Club Ebony.
                    Wish I'd seen;



                    You know I wish I'd seen,
                    All his artistry.
                    A man of commissions,
                    A man on a mission - 
                   Revealing African beauty.

Ink:              Dust cover for Claude McKay,
                    A novel entitled Banjo.
                    Wish I'd seen the artist,
                    Of the New Negro.
                    Wish I'd seen;
                    You know I wish I'd seen,
                    The brush when in full flow.
                    A man of experiment,
                    A man of intent - 
                    Of Africa the world will know.

Gouache:    You took the North Star to freedom. From Topeka, Kansas to Harlem 
                    New York  – and beyond. Along the way you met Winold Reiss and Art 
                    Deco. A companionship with cubism; amity with abstraction. You 
                    formed a fusion of friendship, on your way to beauty. En route to Africa, 
                    you explored the Caucasian Hills.

 
VII

Oil:              We thank you  Aaron Douglas,
                    For presenting us with the key;
                    Opening the door to self-identity.

                    To the Coast labelled Ivory,
                    Then next door to Ghana;
                    The Kingdom of Asante.

Ink:              To Burkina Faso,
                     Ouagadougou;
                     Great state of the Mossi.
                     Across to Nigeria,
                     The centres of Islam;
                     To the Hausa-Fulani.
Voices:        Eternal gratitude, Aaron Douglas,
                     For blessing us with mementos,
                     From your African journey.

VIII

Gouache:   What Joel Augustus Rogers achieved with pen, Aaron Douglas  
                    accomplished with paintbrush.

                     As well as inspiration from Africa, there was motivation from the           
                     Diaspora – the music of African America....

Oil:               Did you see Bessie at the Cotton Club,



                     Ethel Waters at the Savoy,
                     Ma Rainey at Smalls' Paradise?
                     Were they singing in your head,
                     When you sat there painting,
                     Counteracting the lies?

Ink:             Did you discuss with a Duke,
                    Converse with a Count,
                    Long talks with King Louis?
                    Reflect on their music,
                    As you chose the colours - 
                    A teller of the story.

Gouache:   You celebrated the music, heard in Mengo Palace, Uganda – as well as 
                    that, in Connie's Inn, America.

                     And if there is music, there is dance........

Oil:             Fayard and Harold,
                   The Nicholas Brothers.
Ink:             There's a healing dance in Malawi,
                   That's called the Vimbuza.

Voices:       The Tumbuka dance together, in their healing of each other.

Ink:             Nicknamed Bo Jangles,
                    Born Bill Robinson.
Oil:              Honey Dance of the Mbuti - 
                    Congo forest environ.

Voices:       We honour the name Florence Mills; we pay homage to Josephine Baker.

IX
  

Goauche:   I see you Aaron, pipe in hand, taking time away from the wall, deep in 
                    contemplation.... The Ndebele woman takes her finger, dips it in earth 
                    pigment, to apply it to her wall. It will be surrounded by black, made 
                    from charcoal. A mural of meaning; of aspiration and fertility. The 
                    knowledge of motif and application, passed from mother to daughter. A 
                    story told in geometry, by the Ndebele of southern Africa.

                    The Kassena woman, returns to shelling shea nuts, smoking a pipe longer 
                    than yours. She has just applied a coat of varnish, made from pods of the  
                    locust bean tree. Like her sister muralists of the Ndebele, there is 
                    geometric expression, on her house in Burkina Faso. In all their painting, 
                    they express the ancient wish - for communal well being.

                    After tobacco and contemplation, you return to a wall of Bennett 
                    College for Women, to continue work on the mural, in homage to Harriet 
                    Tubman.



X

Gouache:    Mural months, interspersed with dust jacket days......

Ink:             Not Without Laughter by Hughes,
                    With trademark silhouette.
Oil:              One for the book For Freedom,
                    Authored by Arthur Fauset 
Ink:             For The Black Venus,
                    Written by Andre Salmon.
Oil:              A collection of poems,
                    Compiled by Countee Cullen.

Ink:             One for Arna Bontemps,
                    God Sends Sunday.
Oil:              Home to Harlem,
                    Another for Claude McKay.

XI

Goauche:    Ahhh Aaron, the youth must have loved you. Alongside the creativity, 
                    the teaching. Your two years at Lincoln High; your  thirty years at Fisk 
                    University. They must have relished their every hour with you. The 
                    receiving of new knowledge, straight from a source of wisdom - live and 
                    direct. Every week, they left your classroom, enriched, ready to 
                    experiment. Hours and hours, of learning and laughter. They came in 
                    anticipation – and left in joy. You must have been like an oracle, visited 
                    by the drought emissary, yearning for rain on his village. Blessed are the 
                    youth, who were taught by Aaron Douglas.

XII
 
Ink:             He oversaw it's construction,
                    In the time to build.
                    Voted first president - 
                    Harlem Artists Guild.
Voices:       Though time will darken,
                    And often ravage - 
                    We shall remember Augusta Savage.

Oil:              Lobbied the W.P.A,
                    For greater inclusion.
                    More artistic input,
                    From African Americans.

Voices:         Though time will obscure,
                     Shrouding the ancestor  -                                                                                   
                     We shall remember our forgotten sister.

Ink:              They came together, 
                     The year '35.
                     Initial membership,
                    Totalling seventy five.



Voices:        Though time will cloud,
                     Eclipsing the teacher,
                     We shall remember the great Augusta.

XIII
 

Gouache:   I think of you, Aaron, at the 1935 African Negro Art exhibition....

Oil:              Were you the first in the queue,
                    To step through the door?
                    Excited elated,
                    Thrilled to the core.

Ink:              Did your eyes pop out,
                    Your mouth wide open?
                    Wonders of Africa,
                    Near your location.

Voices:        Did you tell everybody,
                    Write rave reviews?
                    Invite all and sundry,
                    To recognise your Muse.
       
Gouache:    I would have liked to have seen your face, as you walked around the 
                    Museum of Modern Art, in New York City.

Ink:              Were you there with Oduduwa
                    When Ife began?
Oil:              Follow the stilted dancer,
                    In the dance of the Dan?

Gouache:   I see you Aaron, entranced by the alchemy of African hands.

Ink:              Did you document the skies
                    While gazing with the Dogon?
Oil:              Learn the essence of Voodoo,
                    Interacting with the Fon?

XIV

Gouache:    One day you visit an exhibition; the next day, people come to yours. I 
                     was wondering Aaron, about first time, first night thoughts.... Was there 
                     enough publicity? Is the lighting really right? Who will the critics be?

Ink:              In nineteen thirty three,
                    First exhibition - 
                    Caz Delbo Gallery;
                    God bless New York City.

                    Hope the caterer's not late. I could do with a little air. Hope I don't mess up     
                    my speech. Should I have put the charcoal portrait in? The one sure 
                    thing, is that Alta will be there.



Oil:              In nineteen thirty seven,
                    Next solo venture - 
                    Home state invitation:
                    God bless Lincoln.

Gouache:   Maybe I should have included that other pastel – or maybe the woodcut.   
                    Hope people come early – don't want to be in limbo too long. Hope the 
                    rain stays away. Good to know Alta will be here.

XV
  
Gouache:   You are there Aaron, as the candles burn; as voices soar and dip – the 
                    emotions of conversation. Gwendolyn Bennett passes on some
                    information, about the Negro Playwright's Guild.

Ink:             American Artists Congress,
                   Confronting fascism - 
                   That sadistic schism.

Oil:              Did they dither
                    Around the Scottsboro Boys - 
                    You'll have to ask Mr. Du Bois?

Gouache:    Smoke twirls around the room, wine whirls around the head. Zora Neale 
                    Hurston, shares a joke with Jacob Lawrence.

Ink:              Langston speaks of Spain,
                    Of bombing raids - 
                    Abraham Lincoln Brigade.

Oil:               Discussed Courier pieces
                     By J.A. Rogers - 
                     The gassed of Ethiopia.

Gouache:    Blessings heaped on Charles Alston, as he brings in a tray of snacks.

Ink:              Jesse Owens flashback,
                    Triumph at the Games - 
                    Hitler walked away in shame.

Oil:              Speaking of the children,
                    Their faces of glee -
                    Time at the HACC. 

Voices:        The attendees leave, in early morning Harlem, informed and bolstered, 
                    after another great gathering, at 306; like those at yours Aaron, on 
                    Edgecombe Avenue, number 409.



XVI

Gouache:   In that epoch of dream and dread Aaron, you supported your  distant 
                    comrades.
Ink:              Founder member,
                    Freedoms' supporter - 
                    Negro Committee for Spain.
                    Became a fundraiser,
                    For medical aid; 
                    In city street
                    And mountain terrain.
                    To aid the fallen - 
                    Felled by deadly rain.

Gouache:    Your fundraising produced an ambulance, sent to support the Popular 
                    Front. The fascists had the support, of Germany, Italy and Portugal.

Oil:             Langston Hughes,
                   Freedoms' reporter - 
                   Articles from Las Rambla.
                   Sent out to cover,
                   The disregarded; 
                   In Madrid
                   And Valencia.
                   To boost the effort - 
                  'Gainst Franco and Mola.

Gouache:   He wrote for the Baltimore Afro American and the Volunteer for Liberty 
 the newsletter of the International Brigades.

XVII
 

Gouache:   It was the time of travel also, Aaron. The time of Rosenwald and 
                   fellowship. Off you went to Mexico. Then fellowship sent you - to Haiti, 
                   Dominican Republic and the Virgin Isles. 

Ink:             Travel to Mexico,
                    With beloved Alta.
                    To Monteray and Puebla;
                    Land of Gaspar Yanga

Gouache:    Did I hear someone say, National Hero?

Oil:              Travel to Haiti,
                    Isle of rebellion.
                    Of Toussiant and Boukman;
                    Of transferred Vodun.

Gouache:    Did I hear someone say, Dessalines?

Voices:        In 1939, they exhibited your Haiti work, at the American Contemporary 
                     Art Gallery, New York City.



XVIII

Gouache:    As time moved on Aaron, so did you. Into the fourth decade, as you 
                    reached your mid-forties. Throughout your life, you continued to receive 
                    invitations to exhibit. For murals, private and public. Remained an in 
                    demand lecturer, at schools, universities and art groups.

Ink:              The Master gained another degree; 
                     A Masters,
                     From Columbia University.

Oil:             Then the era of full time at Fisk;
                   The founder,
                   Of the Arts degree faculty.

Gouache:    You continued your sacred mission, of teaching and mentoring; the quite 
                    sage, bestowing multiple blessings, on all the young pilgrims, who 
                    stepped through your classroom door.

XIX

Gouache:    Then Africa. Monumental 1955. After thirty years of imagining, the son 
                    went home to his mother, alongside her daughter Alta. How did you feel 
                    when the plane touched down? First steps across African ground. How 
                    did you feel Aaron, leaving the airport? First walk on an African street. 
                    Sitting back later, watching the palm leaf dance, blessed by an African 
                    breeze.
Ink:              In the city of Dakar,
                    Did they tell you of Touba - 
                    Saintly Amadu Bamba?
Oil:              Of the Wolof Empire,
                    Of Walo and Dimar - 
                     Across Senegambia?
Gouache:    I see you pensive, looking out from Goree Island. I see you joyful, 
                    hearing the man play Xalam.

Ink:              In the city of Accra,
                    Did you jeer at hunger - 
                    Festival of the Ga?

Oil:              Did you talk with Nkrumah,
                    His vision of Ghana - 
                    Dreams of Africa? 

Gouache:    I see you saddened, walking round Elmina Castle. I see you enraptured, 
                    watching the weaver of Kente.

Ink:              In the city of Lagos,
                    Did you walk with Oniko - 
                    The Festival called Eyo.



Oil:              Did you try Ero Firo,
                    Fried plantain called Edo - 
                    Buy a Boubou dyed indigo? 

Gouache:   I see you weeping, sitting in the site of old Badagry Market. I see you 
                    jubilant, listening to the Talking Drum. Yes Aaron, I see you, 
                    continuously smiling, asking, grinning. I sense your contentment - the 
                    happiness that only a returned son can know.

Voices:        They call you the Father of African American Art. You called yourself, a 
                     Son of Africa.

          

from Kali Brown



from Gorse


